Improving Comprehension of Students with Intellectual Disability
through Easy-to-read Video blogs.
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Why video blogs?

How to enhance comprehension of
individuals with ID?

RESULTS: Linear mixed model
model= lmer(comprehension_per/monitoring accuracy ~
difficulty*presentation_mode* tc_prolec+ (1|ID)+ (1|topicf), data = data_ID)

Students with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) exhibit:
- Low reading skills (Tavares, Fajardo, Ávila & Ferrer, 2015).
- Low digital literacy skills (Salmerón, Gómez & Fajardo, 2016).
- BUT they are frequent users of digital sources. For example,
regarding the study of Delgado, Ávila, Fajardo and Salmerón
(2019) 94% of their sample (N=33) use Internet, 24% watch
videos to have fun and 85% watch videos to learn.

(Fajardo et al, 2014)

Shallowing
hypothesis
(Annisette &
Lafreniere, 2017)

Video blogs with non-linguistic simplification
predicts comprehension monitoring in ID
(Fajardo et al., 2019)

Comprehension (%)

OBJECTIVES:
1) To analyse the effect of presentation mode (Video blog vs. Text) on comprehension and monitoring accuracy of individuals with ID.
2) To analyse the effect that difficulty of the source + presentation mode (Video blog vs. Text) produce on comprehension and monitoring accuracy of adults with ID.

AD HOC ELABORATED TASK
Structure
4 texts and 4 video blogs each one
followed by 6 multiple-choice
comprehension questions.

1. Read /watch the blog.
2. Judgment of difficulty: Did the
text/video seemed understandable?
3. Judgment of performance (JoP): How
many questions do you think you’ll get
correct?

4. Comprehension questionnaire
5. Interest. How interesting did the
text/video appear to you?

Some examples

Easy-to-read Text

Difficult Text

TOPICS

(text/blog remains available)

Text

Video

Text

Easy

60.42 (25.31)

58.85 (27.75)

1.22 (1.88)

1.41 (2.06)

Difficult

53.13 (22.97)

57.29 (25.02)

1.59 (1.70)

1.25 (1.93)

CONCLUSIONS

• PARTICIPANTS

TEXT

16 adults (Age range=18-29 years) with ID (Mean IQ= 75) enrolled at a Special
Training Program (Unincluv) at the University of Valencia.

- Reading comprehension, word and non-word reading, receptive vocabulary

• PROCEDURE:
Background assessment + 2 sessions
2 conditions of application (order of presentation changes)

Video Blog

Session 1

Comprehension and monitoring
accuracy students with ID:
-No effect of linguistic simplification.
-No effect of presentation mode (no
support for the Shallowing hypothesis
[Annisette & Lafreniere, 2017]).
-Just effect of students reading
comprehension.
Future work
-Improve analyses: Remove participants
with less than 50% of correct answers
(probably no attention during the task).
-Assessment of comprehension by means
of open questions.
-Consider different levels of linguistic
simplification at a time: only lexical, only
coherence or both (see Arfé, Mason &
Fajardo, 2018).
-Register monitoring behaviour: time
spend in text/video, note taking, etc.
-Training in “note taking” may improve
comprehension of low comprehenders in
both text (Shrager & Mayer, 1989;
Salmerón, 2020) and video.

- Reading comprehension: Percentage of correct answers
-Monitoring accuracy: Predicted correct answers minus actually correct answers.
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VIDEO

EASY
DIFFICULT

• MEASURES:
Texts (2 easy – 2 difficult)
Video blogs (2 easy – 2 difficult)

Video

METHOD

• BACKGROUND ASSESSMENT:
2 x 2 Within-subject design

Monitoring accuracy

Session 2
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